For each positive integer 72, let =L« denote the variety of lattice-ordered groups (hereafter, /-groups) satisfying the law xny" = y"x". Obviously, XI = J-A, the variety of abelian /-groups, and J_« is contained in ¿-222
if 72 is a divisor of 222. Martinez [4] Let Z |_ Z be the ordered wreath product of two copies of the integers, and define Gn = \ii.. . , wiz), ...),û)eZ\ Z|i = / (mod 22) -wii) = wij)\.
Then G e =Lt2. Let a, x denote the elements of G given by: Proof. Suppose x~ Cx = C for all 1 < x £ G. Then C is an /-ideal of G, so since it is also a representing subgroup, C = jlj, and G is totally ordered, therefore regular. But XP-flXra -J~A, so G must be abelian. This is a contradiction; therefore, there is a positive x for which x~ Cx 4 c Lemma 5. // C is a representing subgroup of G £ X« which has n distinct conjugates of the form x~1Cx' for some 1 < x £ G, then G contains an l-subgroup l-isomorphic to G .
Proof. Suppose we have G, C, x with these properties. We shall find a. £ G such that aQ and x correspond under the isomorphism to the two generating elements of G denoted a and x in the discussion above. 
